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 00:01

Hey, everyone, welcome to another episode.

 00:04

As I watched the country try to reopen friend COVID-19. And I know that a lot of us are
wondering what's going to happen next. Right? Are we going to open too soon? Are we
opening too slow? Are we testing enough people? Right, or enough people recovering?
What is the treatment? When's the vaccine going to be available? Those are standard
questions that everyone's asking.

 00:29

I'm not going to spend today's episode talking through that.

 00:32

You know, that's, that's not what this episode or this

 00:35

podcast, rather overarching lose about.
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 00:37

Ultimately, I just want everyone safe. I want to keep people safe. You know, as a health
care professional, I want people to be safe. I care about people. As a coach and a
consultant that helps with healthcare businesses. I want the same thing. I just want people
safe. So at the end of the day, as long as we're doing that, and we're helping others, I'm
happy. Okay, so that's as far as I'm to go, but the bottom line and the reason why I started
this episode off, talking about the country trying to reopen is that there's just been
change, right? I mean, we have lived through so much change. I mean, not only has the US
been closed, but the majority of the world has closed down. And then you see all of these
different pictures. And here all of this information about how the world is is changing, and
the environment is changing. There's more turtles being born and surviving and making it
back to the ocean this season than before, because no one's been to the beaches to
disturb the US. You can see various mountains and you know, see further and you can see
the sky in certain cities because the earth has started to recover, I guess, right because
there's not been traffic. There's less traffic and so there's less emissions and then so there's
less smog is apparently how that works, right? And so today's Earth Day Earth apparently
is starting to recover. So there may have been some positive things that have happened
through all of this slowing down. But at the end of the day, what I continue to see, and I
want to share with you, but I want you to think about within yourself

 02:15

today

 02:17

is the fact that because there's change, there's the sudden halt of our normal lives, right?
Going to an office, going out to eat, taking the kids to school, whatever it is, that even just
feeling comfortable leaving your home to now the nation trying to reopen in certain
situations and in certain states, certain businesses reopening maybe you have one of
those, or the simple fact that maybe you're in healthcare and you have been, you know,
giving everything you have to taking care of those that have been sick.

 02:52

Right, which has been different.
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 02:55

Not that not that taking care of sick people is different for health care individuals, but this
type of sickness Right, do full devotion to one illness like this consistently, without a break,
and the changes you've had to make and taking care of yourself and your family, and just
how you come home and what your normal coming home routine is if you even feel safe
to go home. So all of that for for a lot of us has changed. And so through that change, it's
been hard for us to trust our gut.

 03:25

And that's what this episode is about trusting your gut.

 03:29

And that's what I want you to think about because

 03:31

what I see is we typically allow our gut to pull us through situations that we're reasonably
familiar with. We're reasonably familiar with business as usual. We're reasonably familiar
with finding a supplier that helps us, you know, create our product

 03:49

reasonably used to

 03:51

a normal routine and so that normal routine has been completely altered

 03:56

for pretty much everyone.

 04:00
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Now,

 04:01

as the country starts to reopen again, how do we go back to a normal routine, we haven't
been able to feel like we've been trusting our gut, because nothing around us has been
normal. So I feel like people and I've watched people, not only do I feel like, you know,
within myself, but I've watched other people pause on making decisions,

 04:22

not just because

 04:24

they don't, they don't have

 04:25

a frame of reference, or they don't trust their gut, but because they don't know if they'll be
able to pull their business through, right. And so that's part of trusting your gut, the
environments different, so it's hard to make a judgment call. And then I don't know what
the world's gonna look like a month from now. So how do I really make a good decision in
my business? And so because there's a lot of unknowns are good.

 04:49

We don't trust it.

 04:51

And it's not the number or that's wrong. It's that we're using our brain. We're saying
everything's wrong. Everything's different. I don't know what to do.

 05:00

So you've been frozen in a lot of ways.
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 05:03

And I'm here to tell you first and foremost, that's okay.

 05:07

I mean, it's okay in the fact that I don't want you to beat yourself up over it. Because this is
the most significant change, I think that we have all experienced in our lifetime. And
hopefully, it's the only time that we will. Now there's no guarantee of that, right? And we
know that that idea that things can always say normal and the economy will be the same
and businesses won't close and life will continue, no matter what.

 05:34

Hard to say that I mean, life is continuing, no matter what bits

 05:37

are, in our mind are no matter what

 05:39

scenario. It has been indefinitely changed.

 05:44

And so I think that's why we've been freezing.

 05:48

And we haven't been trusting ourselves because we don't know what to trust.

 05:53

We don't know what the new normal will look like. So what
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 05:58

I will tell you is this, if If you've been thinking,

 06:01

forgive yourself and don't be angry or frustrated with yourself,

 06:05

it's super hard to know what's coming next. None of us do.

 06:09

So let yourself off the hook.

 06:12

All right. If you're

 06:14

trying to continue to grow your business if you're trying to move your business forward, if
your business has been doing well on this change if your business has been stable in this
change, or if your business has even struggled and suffered in this change, all of us are in
the same boat in the fact that we don't know what tomorrow is going to look like. If you
have the ability to take your business and move a lot of it online, you probably will be
okay.

 06:42

All right, if you have the ability to shift

 06:45

and position yourself where the majority of your sales or your interactions the way in
which you advertise or offer your service or product is online, you probably can adjust and
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be okay if you're a face to face company, has to meet face to face. Or you provide a
service that can only be delivered face to face, that's going to be hard. And you may be
one of the individuals that that I'm speaking to you right now that it's been hard to trust
your gut because you've been lost. You just can't provide service any other way. And
maybe you're questioning should you even continue in the business that you're in? I wish I
could answer that question for you. I wish I could be the voice of reason to say, Hey, no,
keep pushing. Keep going.

 07:34

You have to decide that.

 07:37

What I'm gonna challenge you to do today is just to again, let yourself off the hook for not
trusting your gut or being frustrated with the fact that you can't answer these questions
about your business or where you want to go. Because your normal isn't normal. Your
Northstar you can't see it because there's all these clouds and you know, you just it's not
visible.

 07:58

So you're not quite sure where to go.

 08:01

But with the changes in the country and the fact that we're trying to reopen again, you
know, it sounds like obviously to me and probably to you that we're trying to get back to
what we consider reasonably normal. So what is your gut telling you to do? What do you
want to do? How do you want to move your business for? What should your business look
like?

 08:24

traffic can
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 08:25

come back in if you have a storefront if you have to do it face to face. If you can do it face
to face and online. What What do you want to do? What is your game plan? Now that we
know we're getting back to a reasonably normal situation, what's your plan? Forgive
yourself for not moving forward during this time of change. Forgive yourself for being
frozen a little bit, forgive yourself for not making decisions and pushing forward if that's
where you've been because we've all had some hesitancies through this. We have all had
hesitancies but now that we're getting back to a situation where we're trying to reopen,
and I'm not going to tell you it's even going to be successful. So keep that in mind

 09:07

to not have to close down again.

 09:12

But in all of that, and all of the change in the fact that everyone wants to try to get back
to to work and getting back into the economy, I mean, the the money has flooded for
those individuals that received the payouts, right, the stipend, whatever you wanna call it,
the economy should be flooded with a bit more money. And that's the point of that is to
keep businesses opening and running. So how are you gonna come back? What is your
strategy look like? That's all I'm gonna ask you in this. In this episode, I want you to be
thinking about it. trust your gut, to tell you what you need to do. Because your gut is your
honest self. Okay, so what's your gut telling you? I need to make this change in my
business. Okay. acknowledge it. Now. How Do I do it? I need to stay close a little bit longer.
I don't think that we're going to be able to make it. Okay? You're not saying that okay.
Why is it saying that? What do you need to do about it?

 10:12

Take action off of what your gut is telling you.

 10:18

Do some research study, think about it. How's your how's your, how is your state handling
things?
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 10:27

You can make it past this.

 10:31

But you've got to be honest about yourself about where you're going and what's going on.
So my challenge for you today is to think about where you've been frozen. Why you
haven't been trusting your gut. What's your state doing? Where does your business rely on
people or traffic or whatever the situation is and how do you recover? What is your move
forward plan thanks for listening.
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